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WE’VE SPOKEN TO THE MOST TRUSTED NAMES IN THE LOCAL DESIGN COMMUNITY TO CREATE THE 

ULTIMATE COMPENDIUM OF REGIONAL STYLE. ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES, DISCOVER THE TIPS AND 

TRENDS THAT ARE DEFINING AESTHETICS IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD, AND ACROSS THE COUNTRY,  

WITH SPECIAL INSIGHTS FROM THOSE MOST IN-THE-KNOW.
—THE EDITORS

EYE ON

DESIGN



Inside a historic Jacobethan-style Portland  
house, designer Heidi Semler focused on adding 

light and color. In an upper hallway, she used 
the same sunny shade on the walls as she did in 
the stairwell and had the vintage candlesticks 

rewired into table lamps, with shades made using 
Raoul Textiles fabric. Botanical prints add dainty 
touches alongside blue-and-white porcelain.

Color has the extraordinary ability to elicit a particular 

mood and create a certain ambience, which makes  

it a powerful tool in home design. But assembling the 

perfect palette today is way more fun than it has been 

in previous years when whites and beiges reigned 

supreme: Lately, homeowners have been more eager 

than ever to get playful with unexpected hues. Artistic 

wallpapers, print-wearing chairs, eye-catching window 

treatments, splashy rugs and patterned pillows are all 

making appearances, whether sparingly or abundantly. 

Combinations like white with black or navy will forever 

remain classics, as well as reliable backgrounds for  

pops of color, but know the rainbow is yours to pursue 

ever boldly. We turned to some of the Pacific Northwest’s 

leading design pros for advice on how to approach  

color with confidence.
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